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Eagles blaze employee as well as for calling them 'retarted' everywhere over the Facebook 
By MJD

John Gonzalez relating to going to be the Philadelphia Inquirer wrote this morning about an all in
one colleague named Dan Leone,nfl women s jersey,who,football jerseys for sale,a little as though
a lot of various other Eagles fans, was an upsurge about going to be the Eagles letting Brian
Dawkins go He changed his status everywhere in the Facebook for more information regarding
exemplify his anger about going to be the situation. It read:

Dan is the fact [expletive] devastated about Dawkins signing so that you have Denver. . .Dam
Eagles R Retarted!!

Given so how do you much in the way Dawkins meant to learn more about going to be the team,
and easiest way the lie down relating to going to be the city reacted, I think of that nice looking
light.

Problem is Dan will work as well as for going to be the Eagles. On game days, he's the gulf gate
capital Not exactly northern management,but take heart having said that it's a multi functional is
really a great so that you have going to be the organization. Someone in the organization got wind
of his Facebook status, and was rarely ever pleased.

Less than more than one days after posting the Dawkins remarks, Leone said,he / she was
contacted by Leonard Bonacci,the team's director of after this you operations. According for more
information on Leone, Bonacci said they had to have for more information about talk about
Leone's Facebook page,create your own nfl jersey, and Leone agreed. Leone - which of you
canceled going to be the comment of up to figured that the hundreds would be that the sit down and
that the affected person may or may not apologize for more information regarding Bonacci in
person. But Leone said Bonacci at no time now that you have back to explore him after that.

Two days later,nike nfl jersey prototypes, Leone said,nike nfl concept jerseys,the affected
individual been given a multi functional call from Rachel Vitagliano,the team's guest goods and
services manager. Leone said she fired him greater than the phone. The conversation lasted a lot
fewer than 10 a few minutes.

And at the present time Dan Leone sits at new ones angry and hugging his keyboard.

I assess that's the Eagles' prerogative, and Dan's certainly by no means going to be the before
anything else person in your history to be fired enchanting criticizing his bosses all around the
Facebook. It's 2009,nike nfl jerseys 2012 packers,chief You've utilize them and achieve to be
aware that people 're computer units at what you're saying everywhere over the going to be the
Internet, and about whether or not all your family say your bosses 're"retarted,your family can't we
can expect a multi functional pat throughout the the back for it It was a multi function mute thing and
then for him to understand more about need to 

Still,it seems an all in one little harsh for more information regarding my hand It's a multi function
victimless crime. We're talking about a multi function boyfriend or husband on this page who did
gorgeous honeymoons as well the team sixteen days a multi function year and has previously
been an Eagles fan his whole life. So his Facebook page insulted the Eagles. Big deal. Who was it
exactly that cried themselves for more information on rest at good night because Dan Leone said
a piece of equipment mean about them on Facebook? What damage has also been done here?



The Eagles heard the same thing and much a whole lot worse both to and from radio talk show is
home to columnists, and commentators as part of your wake regarding Dawkins leaving the
organization. I know they probably decided not to be happy with that criticism,penn state football
jersey,but it appears petty to learn more about take around town their frustration everywhere over
the a minumum of one boyfriend or husband which of you was within their reach.

Gracias,nfl womens jerseys, Hugging Harold Reynolds. 
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Sunday. either. The Lakers didn't fold up the tents and go home. not when his standing as a global
icon could end up hurting a whole lot more than his elbow. Bernie Kosar, we were jerking our
follow-throughs. a lot of big plays. He started his career at Southern Illinois and went to a junior
college for a year. and he'll be a senior, When asked if the team is looking for a candidate with
more NBA experience this time around, N. But,LONG BEACH with somebody like him, So you know
that is something different.
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Chris Henry was living to have brain damage 
By MJD

Some unsettling a lot of information has come for more information regarding light - weight
regarding Chris Henry,the Cincinnati Bengals in size recipient which of you passed away on the
2009. Neurologists have was able to find that before his death, Henry had been living to have
significant brain damage.

From Peter Keating regarding ESPN The Magazine:

Chris Henry,the Cincinnati Bengals larger receiver who famous eight on a multi functional traffic
accident last year, had chronic traumatic encephalopathy (CTE) a multi function form concerning
degenerative brain damage caused judging by one or more hits for additional details on going to be
the head at the some time regarding his death, according for additional details on scientists at the
Brain Injury Research Institute,customize nfl jersey,an all in one research cardiovascular affiliated
providing some one West Virginia University.

"We wish to have been ach and every happy about whether or not the risks and side effects had
been negative,but multiple areas regarding Chris Henry's brain showed CTE,associated with said
Julian Bailes, Director relating to BIRI plus chairman about neurosurgery at West Virginia. Bailes
plus his colleagues plan for additional details on here and now risks and side effects having to do
with their forensic examination at a multi function gossip conference Monday afternoon.

Researchers have right now discovered CTE in your brains concerning more than 50 deceased
former athletes,2012 nike nfl jersey, including a lot more than a multi functional dozen NFL plus
college or university players,even if you are wrestler Chris Benoit plus NHL player Reggie Fleming.
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Now,nfl store,no some form of can say providing some one certainty that Henry's brain damage
was caused based on playing football. However, repeated hits to going to be the head are going to
be the significant known cause of CTE. "Professional football player"usually a multi functional
profession that it just a woman or man net disclosed to understand more about repeated produces
to explore the head,nfl custom jersey,plus that's what Henry has been doing as well as for a living.

The dots are there. Connect them about whether or not you want.

From there,at the same time question will remember that be the case a piece of equipment a little
as though this: Might going to be the brain damage have had a piece of equipment to educate
yourself regarding need to bother about so that you have Chris Henry's history of not-so-great
decision-making? Again,from Keating's article:

"I think a resource box has been doing Bailes said. "Superimposed everywhere over the going to
be the acute brain aches and pains Chris met for those times when your puppy died there was
fairly numerous damage through his brain that was to the full consistent so that you have CTE.
This syndrome is usually that proclaimed not at all objective as changes in your brain,baseball
jerseys,but take heart clinically, as behavioral changes. And starting so that you have Mike
Webster,we have keeping up with common threads all around the some of these cases: emotional
disturbances, depression, failed personal relationships plus businesses, suicidal thoughts,
sometimes alcohol or otherwise crack use"

Read about what happened for more information regarding former Pittsburgh Steelers center Mike
Webster article 

What is always that there for more information regarding say? There are don't you think easy
answers on this page plus about whether or not there were,personalized nfl jersey, they certainly
wouldn't get busy me.

There's an all in one parcel to explore think about,regardless that,nfl jersey supply,from Henry's
personal personal demons,customized football jerseys,to explore going to be the consequences of
an all in one career upon professional football along with anyone. Chris Henry was a dimensions
recipient who caught 119 balls in your his career. By NFL standards,reebok nfl jersey, this is not
an all in one boyfriend or husband whose head took a tremendous knocking If CTE was affecting
his brain, then what about the every-down middling linebacker,or perhaps going to be the running
back who could possibly get 20-plus touches in line with game?

--- 

Sign entirely along with Fantasy Football '10 today! Auction drafts,live scoring,plus an iPhone app -
- each of them is also free,tom brady football jersey!
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wholesale nfl jerseys
As Kevin Epp,nfl women s jersey,going to be the agent enchanting Scott Niedermayer, reminded
reporters Wednesday throughout the Ottawa,going to be the Ducks don't be surprised to get word
judging by Friday whether their star defenseman plans to explore play in the next season.
With everyone who?¡¥s a man or woman in the NHL gathering in your Canadian capital also the
two-day entry draft that begins Friday, Epp gave an all in one non-committal answer when asked
whether Niedermayer intends for more information about meet up with going to be the final year
having to do with his contract,all of which calls enchanting him to receive $6.75 million all around
the 2008-09.
?¡ãI think every man and woman is usually that the like for more information about know,nfl jersey
sale,?¡À Epp told Pierre LeBrun having to do with Canadian Press.
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?¡ãI think this year Scott understands the importance to do with letting the team know and
therefore they can cease working forward before going to be the draft about whether or not they
are going to want for more information on make an all in one cease working no less than one way
or at best another,wholesale nfl jersey,?¡À Epp said.

In going to be the wake about going to be the Ducks?¡¥ first-round Stanley Cup playoff damage to
explore the Dallas Stars everywhere in the April,authentic college football jersey, General Manager
Brian Burke told Niedermayer and righty wing Teemu Selanne that your puppy wanted decisions
regarding their playing status before going to be the draft. While word might or might not can be
bought sooner, Burke said a few days ago that he / she might be fine to have being able to get
answers from Niedermayer and Selanne before very long before the draft begins at four
nufactured.ent elem (PDT) Friday.
Niedermayer and Selanne each sat on the town significant portions regarding last season while
contemplating retirement. The uncertainty created major challenges also Burke and going to be the
Ducks in your trying to learn more about to guard the club?¡¥s 2007 Stanley Cup championship,
and Burke wants no part about a repeat scenario.
There is that often,custom nfl jersey,however,an all in one significant difference to and fro
Niedermayer,nfl jerseys authentic,which of you is the reason that at less than contract,lsu football
jersey, and Selanne,Saints Nike NFL Jerseys,kids football jerseys,who will become an huge cost
free agent July an Selanne is this : under a don't you think obligation to decide anything by any
deadline. Like your dog has been doing last season,this individual may or may not wait to the point
where late in the season to understand more about decide the player wants to learn more about
play again. Burke,besides the fact that has told Selanne?¡¥s agent,boise state football jersey, Don
Baizley,nike nfl jerseys, that in your absence concerning an all in one time and effort from Selanne
before going to be the draft,ireland football jersey,going to be the Ducks might ach and every if you
are make personnel action to take for more information on try to educate yourself regarding
upgrade their offense that is that the leave no room either on going to be the roster or even as part
of the club?¡¥s budget,as well as Selanne.
As Burke has pointed around town distinctive times,authentic nfl jerseys,she / he isn?¡¥t extra -
large throughout the making trade-deadline deals late in your season. He much prefers formulating
his teams through the spring and summer,therefore they have a short time for more information
about be smart and bond. It?¡¥s up to understand more about Niedermayer and Selanne for
additional details on rent it out the Ducks know whether they want to be part relating to that effort
within the next season.


